**SAVE THE DATES!**

**Thursday June 16**
The Wiz - Opening night

**Monday June 20**
Work Experience begins
Central Australia Tour departs

**Thursday June 23**
Course Confirmation bookings open
Yr 9s only

**Friday June 24**
Term 2 Concludes
Students dismissed at 2.30pm

**Monday July 11**
Term 3 Commences

**Monday July 11**
Course Confirmation bookings open
Yr 10 and 11

**Tuesday July 19**
Winter Music Concert

**Thursday July 21**
NHS Careers & Pathways Expo

**Saturday July 30**
NHS Working Bee

For more information regarding Nossal events, see the Coming Events tab on our webpage.

---

**Nossal News**

**June 14 Issue 9 2016**

---

**Rotary Raffle Update**

*Further information page 3*

All tickets and money are due back at school in two weeks!

- **Pegasus** $1,188.00
- **Garuda** $1,170.00
- **Griffin** $1,016.00
- **Phoenix** $966

Total raised to date $4,340.00

---

**Principal’s Desk - Mr Keith Butler**

**Nossal develops the whole student**

It is well accepted that students who attend Nossal High School are highly motivated, academic students who want to achieve to their full potential. They aspire to high levels of assessment and unlike some other young people of a similar age in other schools, they are prepared to commit long hours to their work and study in order to achieve their academic goals.

However another important aspect of the development of a Nossal student is the role that the school plays and the environment that the school provides that permits these same young people to fully develop as a “whole person”. Nossal does this well and yet it is so often overshadowed by the outstanding academic results that students achieve.

During a recent week we saw a range of events and activities at the school which exemplifies the passion Nossal has for providing a rich learning environment.

The first occurred on Tuesday May 31, with Language Diversity Day. This was a major undertaking for the school and was led by the Language Domain Team of Ms Warner (Domain Leader), Mr Bramley, Mrs Sly and Mr Bakowski who were ably supported by the Student Language Leaders. The day consisted of a range
WHAT IS COMING UP AT NOSSAL...

June
14   SMR Cross Country  
Start of semester 2
16   Interschool Sport - Senior (Basketball, Hockey)  
Interschool Sport (Table Tennis)  
GTAC Medical Research excursion  
Year 10 Dance Excursion to the Arts Centre  
The Wiz - Opening Night
17   The Wiz  
Literature incursion
18   The Wiz - Closing Night
20-28 Central Australia Tour
20-24 Year 10 Work Experience
21   Plain English Speaking Awards - Semi-finals
22   Theatre Studies exc: Double Indemnity
23   Course Confirmation bookings open to Yr 9s  
SMR Cross Country
24   Term 2 Concludes at 2:30pm - 50 min period day

July
6-8  Vic SRC Congress
11   Term 3 Commences  
Arts Week begins  
Course Confirmation bookings open to Yr 10 & 11
14   Sport: State Cross Country
19   Literature excursion - Othello  
Winter Music Concert
20   Biology Unit 3 and 4 Genetics Workshop
21   Careers and Pathway Expo Evening
22   Plain English Speaking Awards - State Final
23   UMAT Day  
Course Confirmation Day
27   Alliance Francaise Competition
30   Working Bee

SCHOOL TERM DATES 2016
Term 3  
JUL 1 - SEP 16
Term 4  
OCT 3 - DEC 20

Nossal News Advertising Rates
Full Page - $25.00
Half Page - $15.00
Quarter Page - $10.00
Business Card - $5.00
Rates are per fortnightly edition

Advertisements published in Nossal News in no way constitute an endorsement of a  
product or service by Nossal High School.

of engaging activities in the morning for all Language  
students based on them studying either French or  
Japanese, followed by a more expansive range of  
workshops and events for the entire school, celebrating  
cultural diversity, in the afternoon. Students could  
participate in activities such as watching French films,  
origami, European handball, Greek dancing and Tamil  
writing to name a few. The program then culminated in  
a lively and very entertaining assembly that was planned  
and conducted by our student leaders and once again  
was a celebration of the diversity of our community.  
Thank you to the many students who conducted activities  
and to the parents and other friends of Nossal who also  
led workshops throughout the day. Your support of this  
project was both significant and very much appreciated.

On the Wednesday evening, June 1, parents, family and  
friends came together to celebrate the showcase that was  
the Semester 1, Arts/Technology Gala. Prior to students  
presenting their performances, people could view the  
range of exceptional work done by students in Art,  
Visual Communication Design, Architecture, Robotics,  
Electronics and Food Technology. The audience were  
then treated to some equally outstanding Dance, Drama  
and Music presentations. Once again, congratulations  
and thank you to the students of these subjects for giving  
us such a wonderful insight into your extensive talents. I  
would also like to congratulate and thank the members  
of the Arts/Technology Learning Domains for their work  
leading up to this celebration. Thank you to Ms Crust  
(Domain Leader), Mrs Aarts, Mrs Ansalde, Ms Cilia, Mr  
Chattrath, Ms Stoppa and Ms Thompson.

Nossal is a leading school for students achieving high  
academic scores however this is not its only strength,  
with so many wonderful projects, programs and events  
which develop the whole young person. It is a school of  
dedicated people, committed to learning and achieving  
their personal best.

Keith Butler  
Assistant Principal
We need your help to improve resources for our students

We need the help of all members of the Nossal High School to reach our fundraising goal of $16,000 through the Great Community Raffle. The total value of each $2.00 ticket sold in the raffle by Nossal, is returned to Nossal High School. Therefore we are asking that for every student attending the school, each family purchase one book of tickets and if this was done, we would easily reach our fundraising goal!

The Rotary Club of Emerald generously operate this project by arranging for all the prizes to be donated to the activity. This year, first prize is the choice of a new car from a selection of four while second prize is also the choice of a new car from the remaining three in the prize pool. These fantastic prizes are donated by the Ferntree Gully Motor Group. Third and fourth prize in the raffle are shopping vouchers to Westfield to the values of $1000 and $500 respectively. These too have been donated to the raffle.

All money raised from the project and given to Nossal will be allocated to resources for our students. Students and staff have been thinking through the possible items that could be purchased with the proceeds and have identified specialist things such as expensive musical instruments, sporting equipment or other additions to the resources and facilities that Nossal students already enjoy.

We need your help to reach our goal. Tickets were distributed to each student a few weeks ago so please do whatever you can to sell them to family and friends and if you have the opportunity, further tickets can be collected from Reception at the school.

This is the “Great Community Raffle” and in our case it will be great if our community supports the raffle which will help all students at our school.

New uniform procedure to effect all students

As of May 2016, a new uniform procedure has been put in place in order to further support the school’s uniform policy.

Previously we have asked the students to be responsible and honest and to wear their sports uniform only on days of PE classes and co-curricular activities. The Academic uniform is to be worn every other day. The School blazer must be worn as an outer garment to and from school except on days of 30 degrees and higher.

The new policy focuses on the Nossal Sports uniform and encourages students to wear the correct uniform according to their timetable.

Unfortunately, some members of the community have not been doing the right thing and have been wearing their PE uniform daily as a personal preference instead of only for PE classes or co-curricular activities.

The new policy outlines students who choose to wear the incorrect uniform will receive a documented warning and then if they choose to repeat this they will lose their right to wear PE uniform and will be required to wear academic uniform daily and have to change for PE classes or co-curricular activities for 10 weeks.

If you require any further information on this process please contact Mrs Ansalde or Miss Veale.

Thank you for continuing to support the uniform policy at Nossal High School.

PE Uniform pieces (shown above) are to only be worn on days where students have practical PE classes or relevant co-curricular activities.
Nossal students receive a visit from the Chief Assessor of English

On Thursday May 26, our Year 12 English students were privileged to receive a motivational and instructional lecture from Mr Bob Hillman, Chief Assessor for both English and the GAT in Victoria.

Mr Hillman, an accomplished speaker and teacher, was generous in sharing tips on how to manage the exam, life as a VCE student and working profitably throughout the year. He encouraged the students to be honest about their level of commitment and preparation and also stressed the importance of English skills and therefore, the English exam.

Comments from our students in response to the lecture:

“The lecture encouraged me to spend more time preparing for the English assessments.”

“I thought that the lecture was very inspiring and encouraging. Definitely a reminder for me about the amount of effort that needs to be put into English and VCE in general.”

“It was unique in the sense it didn’t just focus on English in VCE, but rather how it links to life after school as well.”

“The lecture helped give us an insight into the effort that is required to be able to perform at a top level for English in VCE.”

“He offered good insight into the ways (i.e. Visual Devices) that can help you think outside the box and link ideas effectively.”

“I really liked that he told us what we needed to do during term 3 holidays and onwards.”

“Mr Hillman reignited my competitive spirit.”

“A wake up call regarding how much work you should be putting in to be achieving your desired scores.”

And finally: “The lecture motivated us to keep on top of everything and practice the exam skills consistently rather than only doing things when they’re required in class. It was great he mentioned that sleep and diet are just as important to success as your actual study and that study after 11pm has very little value.”

Elizabeth Morgan
Teacher of English & History

Course Confirmation Day

Course Confirmation Day for students in Years 9, 10 and 11 is on Wednesday July 27 from 8am to 8pm.

This is a pupil free day; students only need to attend for their scheduled appointment. Bookings for this day will open on Compass for Year 9s at 9am Thursday June 23 and for Year 10s and 11s at 9am Monday July 11. Bookings close at 4pm Monday July 25.

Please book one appointment per student only. Do not book with multiple teachers! Each student only needs to see one teacher on the day who will guide them through the course confirmation process. This teacher will not necessarily be one of their current classroom teachers.

The 2017 Senior School Handbooks have been distributed to students and should be used in preparation for Course Confirmation Day. An electronic copy of the handbook is available on the Important Resources page of the school’s website at http://nossalhs.vic.edu.au/resources.

Year 9 and 10 students are asked to attend the Careers and Pathways Expo on Thursday July 21, with their Handbooks, and complete the Course Planning Passport on page 105. The Senior School Handbooks should then be brought to the course confirmation appointment. While Year 9 and 10 students are asked to attend the Expo, students in all year levels are encouraged to go to visit the tertiary providers’ stands, hear alumni speeches, and listen to panel discussions (made up of tertiary providers and alumni) on a variety of career areas.

Further information regarding the Careers and Pathways Expo will be emailed to all families in the coming weeks.

Emma Geyer
Director of Careers, Pathways and Transitions

The 2016 Careers and Pathways Expo will be held at NHS on Thursday July 21
Measuring achievement and preparing for growth

We are amidst a period of time when students are undergoing considerable testing and measuring of their academic and personal growth across a wide range of subjects at school.

Last week all our students, (in excess of 400), who are studying a VCE Unit 3/4 combination subject sat for the General Achievement Test otherwise known as the GAT. This is a test of general knowledge and skills in written communication; mathematics, science and technology as well as humanities, the arts and social sciences. These areas are very broad and each represents a body of general knowledge and skills that students are likely to have built up through their school years.

Although GAT results do not count directly towards a student’s VCE results, they play an important role in checking that school-based and external assessments have been accurately assessed, and in calculating Derived Examination Scores.

The GAT is used in these ways because achievement on the GAT is a good predictor of achievement on other assessments. If students have done well on the GAT, then their achievements are likely to be high on their school-based and external assessments.

Another wide scale testing program undertaken last week was with our Year 11 students, they all sat an Edutest assessment. This is the same organisation who conducted the entrance tests the students sat to be accepted into Nossal. The purpose of doing the test now is to determine the value that has been added to the learning of these students over the past two years through a comparison of data between the three tests.

However testing is only really effective when it is coupled with feedback and that too is something that is either currently being prepared or delivered. Students in Year 10 recently received their Morrisby Reports which provided them with a comprehensive potential career analysis and last Thursday, parents of these same students had the opportunity to come together at Nossal to learn more about how best to interpret the data the profiles contained.

Finally, while all this is taking place, teachers are currently working long hours completing assessments, preparing feedback for students and compiling student reports which will be released to parents in the last week of the term on Thursday June 23. These are very important documents as they not only identify the strengths and achievements made by students during the first semester, they also lay out a plan for future academic and personal growth in the second half of the year. Parents are encouraged to read and reflect on the content of the student’s reports and discuss the progress made with their son or daughter. The first semester reports are an important component in the consideration of a course of study for the following year, a process which is confirmed at individual Course Confirmations to be held on Wednesday July 27.

Come and join us as we head down the Yellow Brick Road

Have you purchased your tickets to The Wiz yet? The cast and crew are looking forward to sharing this great theatrical experience with you and your family.

Last year, a group of dedicated students and staff opened a box, took out a set of scripts and began reading about the wonderful characters in ‘The Wiz’, a modern take on the time honoured story, “The Wizard of Oz”. From this slow beginning, the students of the cast, took these characters and “breathed life into them” and made them into alter-egos. Under the leadership of Ms Crust and Ms Stoppa, they have spent numerous...
hours developing their roles, learning their lines and honing their singing ability to prepare the story to share with us.

But to further enhance the theatrical experience, other significant groups in the cast and crew have also been practising and sharpening their skills too. These are the dancers of the show and the musicians who will support them and the singers as well as the behind the scenes teams who will be responsible for sound, lighting, staging and props. Working on a project such as this is a great learning opportunity with students able to develop new friendships and acquire new skills. The production is a valuable opportunity for students to also learn about teamwork and commitment, two important attributes for future learning, personal growth and employment.

Together the cast and crew of The Wiz total close to 10% of our total school enrolment, and they are looking for your support by attending one of the three performances to be held on June 16 – 18. In this newsletter there are more details on how to reserve your tickets to see this show, but for now we urge all our students and their families to get behind the cast and crew and follow them down the Yellow Brick Road to the Land of Oz before the characters simply return to being costumes in a box and words on a page in a book.

News from the NEST

NEST excursion to the Melbourne High School Earth Summit

On Thursday June 19, the Nossal Environment Sustainability Team (NEST) took part in Melbourne High School’s annual Earth Summit. The summit was entirely student run with all four select entry schools constructing their own informative and engaging workshops surrounding environmental sustainability. The workshops brought to light many facts which we were not aware of. Did you know plastic can never biodegrade? These workshops allowed students to enhance their knowledge and apply critical thinking toward developing ways to shift the attitudes of peers and staff within our own schools to create a more sustainable environment.

The summit also consisted of speakers, such as Tammy Logan from Gippsland Unwrapped who shared her story of adopting a plastic-free lifestyle for her family. It was particularly interesting hearing about her inexpensive home-made deodorants and soaps in her quest to avoid plastic which left us questioning whether we pay for the packaging of products, rather than the product itself.

Overall, the Earth Summit truly encapsulated the spirit of teamwork and how through encouraging positive choices, we can all work towards creating a more sustainable school environment that we can be proud of. Congratulations to the facilitators who did a fantastic job of representing Nossal High School – Millie Chen, Hanisha Sehjal, Kajol Sharma and Isuri Pinto

Nihara Jayatissa
Year 12 NEST member
Nossal represented at the United Nations - MUNA

Delegates at MUNA (Model United Nations Assembly) 2016

The Model United Nations Assembly, District 9820 was one of a kind. The hype and build up for it made me very anxious about what sort of high minded people were going to be there, especially because I was the youngest participant ever.

We arrived on the Friday evening, got settled and started to understand each other, their names, personality and hobbies. I expected it to be a very formal event because after all it was a United Nation assembly, and so was surprised when we were told to make animal noises and find others of our kind. It was a great start to many friendships and laughter. That night, my nerves started to kick in when our fellow room mates, aka North Korea, showed us how much information they had and how much preparation they had done. So instead of the normal procrastination, I stayed up late that night and prepared for the day’s debate.

The first few topics that were to be debated (South China Sea Dispute) were very controversial and when America’s delegates decided to go against their own country’s views, Australia was in a tough position. It was either go with the largest trading partner or biggest ally and so we just chose to explain our situation and abstain from the argument. However, we were very excited when the resolutions of women, peace and security, weapons of mass destruction and education for all were to be debated. Luckily, as Australians the majority of us don’t face problems such as abduction of young girls, terrorism and the lack of education.

Saturday, was a very long day. It was beautiful seeing different cultures being embraced. We were the “Aussies” who showed our colours by holding our Australian flag and in our flannel shirts. Personally, I found it was quite scary to talk into a microphone and have a foolproof argument but as we debated more resolutions, I slowly got better and more confident. The constant encouragement by my peers was something that really counted to the overall result.

The intellectual discussions about various issues was something to look forward to after the assembly and the tasty food rewarded us well for our hard work. I have to mention the puns were on point and it got to a stage when we were “so Hungary and so we were all Russian to the fridge”. Maddy and I were a great team. We understood each other and had a clear view of what we wanted to do. Walking into the assembly, we had no expectation that we were going to win and when the winner was about to be announced we both thought it was going to be another country and the surprise and delight we had once we won was indescribable. Our aim for this camp was to have fun and learn and we ended up doing that and also bringing home a shield that will stay at Nossal for the next 12 months.

On behalf of Maddy and I, we would like to thank the sponsors, the Rotary Club of Casey, Ms Fankhauser and the school for organising this great event. We are looking forward to representing District 9820 in August at the Old House of Parliament in Canberra and it is a great honour to be the first winners from Nossal High School. It was a tough competition among the other 29 countries but we did it! GOOOOO NOSSAL!! We encourage everyone to be involved in this magnificent event in the future, because I can guarantee it is something you will cherish later on in your lives.

Sankalpa Rao
Year 9
Year 12 Formal

On June 7, the Class of 2016 enjoyed a much deserved break from the constant SACs and studying to spend a night out at the Year 12 Formal.

Though a long day because of the GAT in the morning, all who attended still managed to look fabulous and dance the night away. Thanks to the planning by the formal committee under Ms Soltys’ organisation and guidance, we managed to throw a lovely affair, enjoyed by students and teachers alike.

It is special moments like the Formal that we will treasure always, especially as we will be leaving Nossal soon. Our year level has become extremely tight-knit over the years and it is always a pleasure to celebrate these friendships we have formed.

The awards given out on the night only added to the experience, and the fun, as we voted for Best Dressed, Best Dancer, Best ‘Bromance’ and Cutest Couple.

We would like to thank Shevin (Class of 2014 & President of the Old Nossalonians) for his tireless photography throughout the night and all the teachers who came and created memories that will last forever – especially those of Mr Pegram hitting the dance floor alongside our best dancers! Time flies when you’re having fun, and the night seemed to flash by.

Kenisha Ferreira
Year 12
Nossal High School proudly presents

THE WIZ

Book by WILLIAM F. BROWN
Music and Lyrics by CHARLIE SMALLS

Based on the story “THE WONDERFUL WIZARD OF OZ” by L. Frank Baum

June 16, 17 & 18
7:00pm nightly
The Meath Auditorium
Nossal High School
Sir Gustav Nossal Blvd, Monash Uni, Clyde Road Berwick

Ticket: $15
www.trybooking.com/KHQQ
or through NHS reception
Phone: 9762 4600

By arrangement with ORiGiN™ Theatrical on behalf of Samuel French Inc.
Most Likely To Succeed

Most Likely To Succeed is a film about schooling - both its past and its future. The film inspires its audiences with a sense of purpose and possibility, and is bringing school communities together in re-imaging what our students and teachers are capable of doing. After seeing this film, you'll never look at school the same way again. The film, 'Most Likely To Succeed' is taking the educational world by storm and is a wonderful, eye-opening, professional learning opportunity.

For most of the last century, entry-level jobs were plentiful and university was an affordable path to a fulfilling career. That world no longer exists. This feature length documentary examines the history of education, revealing the growing shortcomings of our school model in today's innovative world. Directed by acclaimed documentarian Greg Whiteley, the film has been named "among the best edu-documentaries ever produced" by Education Week and was called a "smart and engaging look at education in 21st century" by The Hollywood Reporter. Film Threat stated that "this film should be a required course for all parents and educators". 'Most Likely To Succeed' was an official selection of many of America's top film festivals, including the prestigious 2015 Sundance Film Festival and Tribeca Film Festival.

The education system has fallen behind business, technology and the world economy and is leaving many students unprepared for the 21st century. 'Most Likely To Succeed' explores how schools are failing children, leaving them unable to think critically, collaborate and contribute to an innovative economy. The skills that will save young people are creation and innovation. The film implores viewers to consider the human consequences of education with the question, who do you want your child to be?

Director's Statement
If you had asked my wife and I few years ago to describe the ideal school for our two kids, I'd have probably said "the school that will get them into the best college." If you pressed me to get more specific about curriculum or what the teachers would be like, I would have probably cited some school with the highest test scores. Then I met Ted Dintersmith, who introduced me to Tony Wagner. Tony gave me a copy of his book "The Global Achievement Gap", and it suddenly occurred to me that our school system - and the ways we assess it - have become obsolete. I knew the nation's schools were less than ideal, but I attributed their shortcomings to a general laziness, which caused America to trail behind China and India in Maths and Science scores. As a result, I was sympathetic to the notion that the school day ought to be lengthened, more homework ought be required and teachers and administrators ought be held more accountable for poor test scores. But after filming in well over one hundred classrooms across the US and speaking extensively with people like Ted, Tony, Thomas Friedman of the NY Times, Sal Khan of Khan Academy, Lazlo Bock of Google and Sir Ken Robinson, my eyes began to open to what school could and should be. I can't express what a helpless feeling it was to be making this movie and then dropping my kids off at a school I was now convinced was wasting their time. I can't think of an issue more pressing or more personal than education.

Greg Whiteley - Director, Writer, Producer

'Most Likely To Succeed' screening at Nossal High School at 7:00pm on Thursday 18 August 7:00pm - 8:30pm followed by a discussion panel

Tickets: $16.00* per person
$11.00* per person for group bookings of 10 or more (* all prices include GST)

https://www.trybooking.com/LGIM

Venue: Meath Auditorium
Nossal High School
Sir Gustav Nossal Boulevard
Berwick

See overleaf for more details
'Most Likely To Succeed' is a film about schooling - both its past and its future. The film inspires its audiences with a sense of purpose and possibility, and is bringing school communities together in re-imaging what our students and teachers are capable of doing. After seeing this film, you'll never look at school the same way again. The film, 'Most Likely To Succeed' is taking the educational world by storm and is a wonderful, eye-opening, professional learning opportunity.

For most of the last century, entry-level jobs were plentiful and university was an affordable path to a fulfilling career. That world no longer exists. This feature length documentary examines the history of education, revealing the growing shortcomings of our school model in today's innovative world. Directed by acclaimed documentarian Greg Whiteley, the film has been named "among the best edu-documentaries ever produced" by Education Week and was called a "smart and engaging look at education in 21st century" by The Hollywood Reporter. Film Threat stated that "this film should be a required course for all parents and educators". 'Most Likely To Succeed' was an official selection of many of America's top film festivals, including the prestigious 2015 Sundance Film Festival and Tribeca Film Festival.

The education system has fallen behind business, technology and the world economy and is leaving many students unprepared for the 21st century. 'Most Likely To Succeed' explores how schools are failing children, leaving them unable to think critically, collaborate and contribute to an innovative economy. The skills that will save young people are creation and innovation. The film implores viewers to consider the human consequences of education with the question, who do you want your child to be?

Director's Statement

If you had asked my wife and I few years ago to describe the ideal school for our two kids, I'd have probably said "the school that will get them into the best college." If you pressed me to get more specific about curriculum or what the teachers would be like, I would have probably cited some school with the highest test scores. Then I met Ted Dintersmith, who introduced me to Tony Wagner. Tony gave me a copy of his book "The Global Achievement Gap", and it suddenly occurred to me that our school system - and the ways we assess it - have become obsolete. I knew the nation's schools were less than ideal, but I attributed their shortcomings to a general laziness, which caused America to trail behind China and India in Maths and Science scores. As a result, I was sympathetic to the notion that the school day ought to be lengthened, more homework ought be required and teachers and administrators ought be held more accountable for poor test scores. But after filming in well over one hundred classrooms across the US and speaking extensively with people like Ted, Tony, Thomas Friedman of the NY Times, Sal Khan of Khan Academy, Lazlo Bock of Google and Sir Ken Robinson, my eyes began to open to what school could and should be. I can't express what a helpless feeling it was to be making this movie and then dropping my kids off at a school I was now convinced was wasting their time. I can't think of an issue more pressing or more personal than education.

Greg Whiteley - Director, Writer, Producer

'Most Likely To Succeed' screening at Nossal High School at 7:00pm on Thursday 18 August

Tickets at https://www.trybooking.com/LGIM
Are you looking to advance your career or begin a rewarding new career working with children or the aged? There are jobs that can give you that great work/home life balance. Enrolments are now open.

**Certificate IV in Education Support CHC40213**
- **When:** Wednesdays (6 Months)  
  Commencing 13th July 2016
- **Time:** 9.30 am—2.30 pm

**Certificate III in Individual Support CHC33015 OR Certificate IV in Ageing Support CHC43015**
- **When:** Tuesday & Friday (9 Months)  
  Commencing 12th July 2016
- **Time:** 9.30 am—2.30 pm

**Diploma of Early Childhood Education and Care CHC50113**
- **When:** Tuesday & Thursday (12 Months)  
  Commencing 12th July 2016
- **Time:** 5.15 pm—9.15 pm

**Certificate IV in Training and Assessment TAE40110**
- **When:** Mondays (6 Months)  
  Commencing 11th July 2016
- **Time:** 5.15 pm—9.15 pm

Conducted by Merinda Park Learning and Community Centre RTO 3952

**Location:** Upper Beaconsfield Community Centre  
10-12 Salisbury Road Beaconsfield Upper Vic 3808

**Contact:** Cathy Fischer  
(03) 5944 3484  cathy@ubcc.org.au
Winter School Holidays
Moonlit Sanctuary Junior Ranger Program

Kids enjoy environmental activities, animal encounters and native animal care. Day includes: interactions with dingo, python, off-limits animals, feeding animals & food prep, animal enrichment activities, fun and games for ages 7-14 years.

Winter school holiday dates:
- Week 1: Monday 26th June to Friday 1st July 10am – 4pm
- Week 2: Monday 4th to Friday 8th July 10am – 4pm

Cost: $65.00 per day, or $175 for 3 days (pro rata for additional days).
Maximum 16 children per day.

Bookings essential as spaces are limited
Dress for the weather and wear closed-toe shoes, long pants and remember your hat or raincoat. BYO lunch or purchase at the café.

Moonlit Sanctuary
550 Tyabb-Tooradin Rd, Pearcedale
Phone 5978 7935
Open daily between 10am and 5pm
THE LA TROBE TROPHY + $300 FOR THE BEST PAINTING OR DRAWING BY A SCHOOL STUDENT
Second $150 third $75
Presented by Jason Wood MP
Provenance Artists Inc proudly present the annual

GREAT art SHOW
At NOSSAL HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Monash Uni Campus 100 Clyde Rd Berwick
16 - 18 September 10am - 5pm [close Sunday 3pm]

School student sections:
12: PAINTINGS - open medium, open subject
13. DRAWINGS - open medium, open subject
14. DIGITAL or PHOTOGRAPH
Works must be framed, with hanging wire on D hooks, plus name, title, contact, phone & price.
ENTRY fee $10 - for regular sized paintings, larger paintings see form or web.
Enter on line or on form on reverse to Provenance Artists Inc
ENTRIES CLOSE 24 AUGUST
DELIVER ART THURSDAY 15 SEPTEMBER BETWEEN 12 NOON & 6PM
COLLECT UNSOLD ART SUNDAY 28 SEPTEMBER 3 - 6PM
All details are on the website:
www.artshowsofoz.com

ENTRY on line or post the form
Entry fees can be paid by direct credit - Bendigo Bank: 633 000 1466 87165 or post
PROVENANCE ARTISTS 20 TOPTANI DRIVE BERWICK SPRINGS 3805
CONTACT: JUDY 9704 8376 RHONDA 9707 4286
Outdoor adventure for all ages!

Bush & Beach Trail Rides

SCHOOL HOLIDAY PROGRAM
KIDS PROGRAM 6-12
TEEN PROGRAM 13-17
LESSONS

Our unique range of kids & teens programs are suitable for beginners and available as a half or full day adventure.

PRESENT THIS COUPON AND GET 10% OFF!

Delivered in a fun, safe and positive environment, our Programs are led by highly experienced and passionate outdoor enthusiasts.

Visit our website to book your child in for the experience of a lifetime.

📍 Cnr Truemans Rd & Sandy Rd, Fingal (Rye) VIC 3939
📞 03 5988 6755  📧 info@gunnamatta.com.au
🌐 www.gunnamatta.com.au
Nossal High School

2016 Careers & Pathways Expo

Date: Thursday July 21, 2016
Venue: Nossal High School
Focus: Tertiary Pathways

Students and parents are invited to attend this event. It is an opportunity to meet and discuss pathways with around 20 universities and other national and international tertiary providers, from 5pm in the gym.

There will also be Domain Stands from 5pm to 7pm in the gym and panel discussions from 7pm to 8pm about courses including: Health Sciences, Medicine, Engineering, Commerce & Business, Law, the Australian Defence Force Academy and much, much more!

The canteen will be open on the night and the PFA will be serving tea & coffee. More information and detailed program to follow.